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Preface
Changes can be subtle, but nevertheless they are ever lasting.
When one encounters the other, the experience of the encountering changes us. It not only happens with people but also with spaces. Each space tells a story of it’s own, and when we encounter
each space we are changed by it. Each space carries with it different imprint and shows different personalities. Therefore, when we
encounter them, we are all listeners and transmitters to carry those
stories onwards.
Seeing architecture as fertile and breeding ground to welcome,
transmit and exchange ideas, the hidden potentials in common
building types and structures should be explored to enhance our
daily experience. It is hopeful with this exploded potential, more
instances of connectivity would establish through ideas exchange,
leading to a more connected and enhanced living environment. The
purpose of this Thesis is to inquire into the possibility of common
spaces, such as the Providence Place Mall, and to become sources of inspiration and agent for breaking fixed mind set through examining and inventing the details of architecture to enhance user’s
experience. With attention to details, care of how spatial qualities
are manifested is deeply investigated. And it is meant for this investigation in architecture to serve as a bridge that would connect us
to a wider and more diverse world.
The ability to identify the ground for alternation is the beginning
for architect to implement change. It is the moment of reckoning
that what’s seen is not a wall that separates us but an entry point to
a route that leads to places. The more instances that an architect
are able to recognize these hidden doorways, the better the design
could serve the people experiencing the space. A good designed
space is a well-considered space. If enough hidden doorways have
opened up, the person experiencing would feel wholly served and
being at one with the space. And hopefully as Architect, that is what
we can do.

Chapter 1. Defining the Problem
and its Setting
1-1 Timeline
In order to understand and create a more humanized
space, I made a timeline to ask: what are some relevant examples through history that could be defined
towards a sensitive architecture. I made further
clarification by diving the timeline according to
different qualities of sensitive architecture that I
thought exisit, such as: with stillness and purtiy,
Compatible with natural environment, immerse in
unity, etc.

Chapter 1. Defining the Problem
and its Setting
1-2 Related Themes
By identifying moments of experiences that provide
different perception to our immediate environment, I
was seaching for agencies in daily experiences to challenge our preconception of space and architecture.
By zooming in to one moment in time, I was analyzing
what was happening at each of these moments when a
person’s percenption can be altered.

A MOMENT OF
LIGHT FLUCTUATION IN
THE WOODS

A MOMENT OF REAL LIFE
DEPICTION IN ACTING
A MOMENT OF AWE IN
ARCHITECTURE

A MOMENT OF
IMPRINT IN CRYTAL

A MOMENT OF
EMBODIMENT IN
DRAWING

A MOMENT IN ALVAR
AALTO’S FURNITURE

A MOMENT OF BODY
ADJUSTMENT IN YOGA

Chapter 1. Defining the Problem
and its Setting
1-3 The Site
I have chosen the Providence Place Mall as my site.I
intend to intoduce a journey of discovery from one end
of the providence mall to the other; in the process, raising people’s awareness of their spatial environment,
with one end of the mall being at its current state, yet
allowing people to witness the transformation as one
journey to the other end.

CONCEPTUAL DIAGRAM OF PROVIDECEN PLACE MALL IN TRANSFORMATION
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Chapter 2. Framing Methodology
2-1 Mission Statement

MISSION STATEMENT

Raise awareness on people of their
spatial environment.
Allow people to see space beyond as a
physical one, and to realize it’s connection
to us all together.

MISSION IN
ARCHITECTURAL TERM

Discover the process of spatial
transformation
to
make a banal space a more
inspired and humanized one

Chapter 2. Framing Methodology
2-2 Methodology and Principle
METHODOLOGY
Knowing that spatial transformation is an on going process
the solution should also be ever changing and with wide possibilities.
The question now is not to search for one ultimate solution but to look
for best approaches that ones would take at different circumstances.
To understand the best decision at each scenario, an in-depth study of
the spatial implication under different circumstances is made to support
analysis and open dialogue of which best transformation decision to
make.
With the believe that good architectural solution is based on being
in service of the happenings on site, I follows the many doing of
people on the site to study different spatial implication under different
circumstances.

PRINCIPLE

1. The right architectural transformation solution comes from the taking
the right approach at its particular circumstance.
2. The decision of the right approach for transformation comes from
open dialogue of underlaying spatial implication
3. Studying of underlaying spatial implication should be based on the
happenings on site to make the architecture in real service

Chapter 2. Framing Methodology
2-3 Design Reflection
Taking inpspiration from the Fun Palace. Knowing
in this example, it allows for activities to interact with
the users in different ways to produce different kind
of experience. Admiring that it provides the space
and opportunities for self discovery, I hope to provide
the same kind of space for people at the Providence
Place Mall. Through identifying coponents and remixing the components in at the Mall, I intend to provide
diversified expereince that can interact with the user
in different ways.
Through this excercise, I realized for myself that
the person’s expereince in a space in constantly define by the immediate environment they are in, and
prompted me to look back on the traditional market
place for inspiration.

“Choose what you want to do – or watch someone else doing it. Learn how to handle tools,
paint, babies, machinery, or just listen to your favourite tune. Dance, talk or be lifted up to
where you can see how other people make things work. Sit out over space with a drink and
tune in to what’s happening elsewhere in the city. Try starting a riot or beginning a painting –
or just lie back and stare at the sky.”
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Chapter 3. Design and Presentation
3-1. Concept and Inspiration
Instead of keeping the enclosed box that the original
Providence Place Mall has, I decided to take
inspiration from a more traditional typology of a
market place. Learning from its characteristic and
spatial experience to apply it back to the Mall
typology. In doing so, I change the involvement of
people from directional and linear oriented to
experientail and cirucumstancial oriented.
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Chapter 3. Design and Presentation
3-1. Drawing and Space Depiction
To reactivate the Providence Place Mall, I introduced
a variety of activities into the space as focal points of different experiential zones. At the same time given people
the opportunities to flow in and out of these areas as they
get attracted to the experineces they are inclined to. I also
break away from the boundry of the orginal mall by adding
programs that connected the interior to the outside experience. These include the drive in movie theatre to connect
to the garage and site seeing terrace space to connect to
the lawn and State House in its setting.
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